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Interviewed children

- 20 children (9 girls and 11 boys)



4 institution’s 4 professional’s

Institutions: 1 kindergarten, 2 schools, 1 social center

2 managers of teaching

1 social worker

1 social pedagogue



Open questions:
1. What are the parts/things you liked in the 
EmpowerKids-app?
− kids loved playing in tablets;

− they liked also the different game components as apples

and faces

The answers to the third question

were similar to the first question.



2. What are the parts/things you disliked in the 
EmpowerKids-app?

− the game was too long



4. What are the parts/things you want to be 
removed/changed in the EmpowerKids-app?

−Most of children will not remove anything. 

− Two kids said again that the game could be shorter.



5. Is there some other comments you want to make 
about the EmpowerKids-app?

− I'm glad that I could play it.

− This game is really simple, but it will take a lot of time

− I liked that I had to spend time with my parents and to do

sports. I liked these pictures. I liked to write my name first 

and the name of my kindergarten. Sad faces I did not like at 

all.
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Open questions:
1. What are the parts/things you liked in the 
EmpowerKids-app?

− The whole application is very well thought out. I 

particularly liked the part where the children could choose 

between the faces. Firstly, it was possible to explain to a 

pre-school child, and secondly, it was good to develop a 

conversation on these topics.

− Playing the game is varied. In the meantime, it's a little 

easier to just choose a face, and then again, a more time-

consuming part.



2. What are the parts/things you disliked in the 
EmpowerKids-app?

− Too long, the kids were tired, and at the final part of the

game eager to think about and felt that they just wanted to 

stop it somehow.

− The responses are also very much affected by the current 

mood.

− The feedback questions for a kindergarten child were VERY 

complicated.

− The feedback to children was very similar to everyone (e.g., 

do not sit longer than 2 hours)



4. What are the parts/things you want to be 
removed/changed in the EmpowerKids-app?

− "Can the child be able to give an objective assessment of 

the financial condition of the family?

− There are a lot of activities that can not be practiced in 

Rakvere –various activities must be explained to children : 

types of gymnastics and movement (diferent gymnastics, 

running, jogging, walking, hiking).

− The choice of food is too detailed.



5. Is there some other comments you want to make 
about the EmpowerKids-app?

− Feedback is too general, does not touch the child personally 

and he is not ready to make changes in his behavior 

accordingly.

− The app really gives you a good overview of your child's 

daytime rhythm and habits. The kids really liked the game, 

so many asked if I could get this game for myself. And most 

of the children asked later, could we still play it.



Thank you!

www.empowerkids.eu


